
THE DUAL MOTIVIC WITT COHOMOLOGY STEENROD ALGEBRA

VIKTOR BURGHARDT

Abstract. In this paper we begin the study of the (dual) Steenrod algebra of the motivic Witt
cohomology spectrum HWZ by determining the algebra structure of HWZ∗∗HWZ over fields k of

characteristic not 2 which are extensions of fields F with KM
2 (F)/2 = 0. For example, this includes

all fields of odd characteristic, as well as fields that are extensions of quadratically closed fields of

characteristic 0. After inverting η, this computes the HW := HWZ[η−1]-algebra HW∗∗HW. In

particular, for the given base fields, this implies the HW-module structure of HW ∧ HW which has been
computed by Bachmann and Hopkins in [BH21][Bac21].
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1. Introduction

In classical homotopy theory, the determination of the structure of the Steenrod algebra Ap was key to
the development of the field. It lead, among other results, to Adams’ resolution of the Hopf invariant one
problem [Ada60], Thom’s classification of smooth manifolds up to cobordism [Tho54], accessibility of the
Adams and Adams-Novikov spectral sequences [Ada58] [Nov67] and the many computations that come
with it.

In motivic homotopy theory, Voevodsky computed the Steenrod algebra, and its dual, of motivic
cohomology mod p [Voe03b]. For p = 2 the dual motivic Steenrod algebra is given by

HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, τ1, . . . , ξ1, ξ2, . . .]/(τ2
i − ρτi+1 − (τ + ρτ0)ξi+1).

It was central to the establishment of the Milnor, and more generally Bloch-Kato, conjectures, now
also known as the norm-residue isomorphism. The resolution of the Milnor conjecture [Voe03a] and
the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture [SV00, Section 6] implies, see for example [KRØ20, 7.2], that the
coefficient ring of HZ/2 is given by a polynomial ring over Milnor K-theory mod 2 in one variable τ with
degree |τ | = (0,−1):

HZ/2∗∗ ∼= KM
∗∗/2[τ ].
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Let SH(k) be the motivic stable homotopy category of Morel and Voevodsky over a perfect field k as
described in [Mor03]. Given a spectrum E ∈ SH(k), we denote by πi(E)∗ := πi−∗,−∗E the i-line of the
stable homotopy groups of E. The 0-line of the stable homotopy groups of the motivic sphere spectrum is
given by Milnor-Witt K-theory [Mor12] [Mor04a]

π0(S)∗ ∼= KMW
∗ (k).

As a consequence of the Milnor conjecture, it decomposes via the pullback square [Mor04b, Thm
5.3][Mor12, Chapter 5]

(1.1)

KMW
∗ (k) KM

∗ (k)

KW
∗ (k) kM

∗ (k),

where KM
∗ denotes the graded ring of Milnor K-theory, KW

∗ denotes the graded ring of Witt K-theory and
kM
∗ denotes the graded ring of Milnor K-theory modulo 2. In degree (0, 0) this is the pullback square

GW(k) Z

W(k) Z/2.

It relates the Grothendieck-Witt ring GW(k) to the Witt ring of symmetric bilinear forms W(k). These
are theories very arithmetic in nature. Let us consider this at the level of motivic Eilenberg-Maclane
spectra. The square (1.1) can be realized as homotopy groups of the pullback square of the corresponding
homotopy modules in the heart of SH(k) with respect to Morel’s homotopy t-structure [Mor03]. Taking
effective covers one arrives at a homotopy pullback square

(1.2)

HZ̃ HZ

HWZ HZ/2.

Motivic cohomology, represented by the motivic spectrum HZ ∈ SH(k), is in various ways similar to
singular cohomology. The spectrum HZ/2 is the mod 2 version of HZ. The other two spectra, motivic

Milnor-Witt cohomology HZ̃ and motivic Witt cohomology HWZ, are less classical and arise from new
phenomena in SH(k). People have intensively studied η-inverted variants of HWZ, HW := HWZ[η−1],
the structure of HW ∧ HW, as well well as structures of η-inverted relatives like hermitian K-theory
[Bac17][RSØ18][Ana17][ARØ20][KRØ20] [BH21][Bac21][FH20].

Our goal is to study the spectra on the left hand side of the square (1.2), specifically the algebras of
self-cohomology (Steenrod algebra) and their self-homology (dual Steenrod algebra). We hope this will
shed some light on the Witt part of SH(k). In this paper we start by determining the algebra structure
of HWZ∗∗HWZ for certain base fields. We plan this to be the first in a series of studies to determine the
entire structure.

The coefficient ring HWZ∗∗ is known. Combining our knowledge of the coefficient ring HZ/2∗∗ with
the resolution of Morel’s structure conjecture [Bac17, Thm. 17], we get

HWZ∗∗ ∼= KW
∗∗[τ ]/(τη).

The element η is already present in π1,1S and originates from the unstable Hopf map A2 \ 0→P1.
We now describe the main theorem of this paper. Let I = (I2, I3, . . .) be a sequence with Ii ∈ {0, 1}

and almost all Ii = 0 and denote the zero sequence by ∅. Then we define

c(I) :=
∑
i∈I

ξi−1
2
ξ(I \ i), c1(I) := τ0ξ(I) + τ1c(I),

t(I) := τξ(I), t1(I) := ττ1ξ(I),

where a line above an element stands for a conjugated element via the conjugation ι : HZ/2 ∧
HZ/2 '−→ HZ/2 ∧ HZ/2. There exist canonical lifts of these elements under the canonical map
HWZ∗∗HWZ→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2. We will abuse notation and denote the lifted elements also as defined above.
Furthermore, there exist lifts tj ∈ HWZ∗∗HWZ of τj ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 for j ≥ 2 and s ∈ HWZ∗∗HWZ of
τ3
0 τ1 ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2. With this notation, the main theorem takes the following form.
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Theorem 1.3 (see Thm. 5.4). Let the base field k be an extension of a field F satisfying kM
2 (F) = 0.

Then we have an isomorphism of right HWZ∗∗-algebras

HWZ∗∗HWZ ∼= HWZ∗∗[s, t2, t3, . . . , c(I), t(I), c1(I), t1(I)]/(. . .),

where I is a binary index set starting at index 2. The ideal of η-torsion is generated by c(I), c1(I), t(I), t1(I).
The ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations in Lemma 4.23, Lemma 5.2 and

c(∅) = 1, τ4
0 = c(e2)τ2, t2j = ρtj+1 + ξj+1τ, s2 = τ2

0 (ρt2 + ξ2τ)c(e2)τ2,

sc1(I) = τ3
0 (ρt2 + ξ2τ)c(I) + τt1(I)c(e2), t(I)s = t1(I)τ3

0 , t1(I)s = τ3
0 t(I)(ρt2 + ξ2τ).

The degrees here are

|t1| = (3, 0), |s| = (5, 0), |ti| = (2i+1 − 1, 2i − 1),

|c(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 4, 2j+1 − 2), |c1(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 1, 2j+1 − 1),

|t(I)| = (0,−1) +
∑
i∈I

(2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1), |t1(I)| = (3, 0) +
∑
i∈I

(2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1).

The theorem shows that HWZ∗∗HWZ has η-torsion. Thus, HWZ∗∗HWZ is not free as an HWZ-module.
It will therefore not be the dual of HWZ∗∗HWZ in the category of HWZ∗∗-modules. The existence of
η-torsion makes the computation a lot more difficult. One could compare the phenomena in this case
to similar phenomena arising in the classical computation of bo∗∗bo [Mah81]. Along the way we show
that there is no higher η-torsion. A fact we believe will further become useful in the future analysis of
HWZ∗∗HWZ.

After inverting η, Theorem 1.3 computes the HW := HWZ[η−1]-algebra HW∗∗HW.

Corollary 1.4 (see Cor. 5.8). Let the base field k be an extension of a field F satisfying kM
2 (F) = 0.

Then we have an isomorphism of W(k)[η−1]-algebras

HW∗∗HW ∼= W(k)[η±1][x2, y, x3, x4, . . .]/(y
2, x2

j − 2xj+1),

where |xj | = (2j , 0) and |y| = (5, 0).

In particular, over base fields with the given assumptions, this shows the result [BH21, Cor. 8.20] of
Bachmann and Hopkins about the HW-module structure of HW ∧HW.

1.1. Outline. To establish our result we will make heavy use of the homotopy pullback square of
Proposition 4.4 in SH(k)

HWZ HZ/2

KW kM.

r

πW π

r

We smash with HWZ and HZ/2 to get two more pullback squares

HWZ ∧HWZ HZ/2 ∧HWZ

KW ∧HWZ kM ∧HWZ

HZ/2 ∧HWZ HZ/2 ∧HZ/2

HZ/2 ∧KW HZ/2 ∧ kM.

We want to get to the object at the top left corner of the left square. To do so we compute homotopy
groups of all the others first. Clockwise we start at HZ/2 ∧HWZ via the right square. There we know
the top right and can easily determine the bottom right by setting τ ∈ HZ/2∗∗ to zero in HZ/2∗∗HZ/2.
The bottom left corner of the right square can be computed using the well-known cofiber sequence
[Mor04b][Mor03, Remark 3.12]

Σ1,1KW η−→ KW→ kM.

After smashing with HZ/2, this splits as spectra in SH(k) and the map that continues to the right will be
determined by the reduced power operation Sq2 ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2, the dual element of ξ1 ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2.
Thanks to the known structure of the motivic Steenrod algebra and its dual we can carry out this
computation. A pullback square gives us HZ/2∗∗HWZ. Again, modding out τ we can establish the
bottom right corner of the left square. We attack the bottom left corner of the left square similarly
via the above mentioned cofiber sequence. This time we smash with HWZ, but do not get a splitting.
However, it can be shown that there is no higher η-torsion in the picture. So the long exact sequence of
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homotopy groups provides enough information to conclude. To deal with η-completion, we use a result
by Bachmann and Hopkins [BH21, Thm. 5.1] which relates 2 and η-completion. We then conclude by
pulling back the information we gathered as shown in the left square.

1.2. Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Elden Elmanto for bringing up the idea to study the
Steenrod algebra of HWZ and for answering various questions regarding motivic homotopy theory during
our time at Northwestern. We thank Tom Bachmann and Jonas Kylling for sharing their ideas and notes
on the subject. Section 4.1 was already known to Jonas and outlined in his notes. Furthermore, the
author is grateful to Paul Arne Østvær for inviting them to spend some time at the University of Oslo
under the MHE project during which part of the narrative of this paper was formed. We also thank Ivan
Panin and Andrei Druzhinin for endless discussions during the time in Oslo. Thanks further goes to
Xiao Wang for his support. Last but not least, the author thanks Paul Goerss for the infinite amount of
helpful discussions on the matter and his guidance as an advisor throughout graduate school.

1.3. Conventions. We will generally assume that k is a field of characteristic not 2, unless stated
otherwise. SH(k) will mean the motivic stable homotopy category of P1-spectra as described in [Mor03].
Let E,F,X ∈ SH(k) be spectra. We write E∗∗F = π∗∗(E ∧ F) and F∗∗E = π(F ∧ E). Given a map
f : E→F, we denote by f∗ = fR

∗ : X∗∗E→X∗∗F the map π∗∗(X ∧ f) and by fL
∗ : E∗∗X→F∗∗X the map

π∗∗(f ∧X). The homotopy groups πi−j,−jE will also be denoted by πi(E)j to emphasize that they form
the i-line of stable homotopy groups of E, i.e. the line with slope 1 that contains the point (i, 0).

KMW
∗ graded ring of Milnor-Witt K-theory

KW
∗ graded ring of Witt K-theory

KM
∗ graded ring of Milnor K-theory

kM
∗ graded ring of Milnor K-theory mod 2

KMW homotopy module of Milnor-Witt K-theory

KW homotopy module of Witt K-theory

KM homotopy module of Milnor K-theory

kM homotopy module of Milnor K-theory mod 2

HZ̃ Milnor-Witt motivic cohomology ring spectrum
HZ motivic cohomology ring spectrum
HWZ Witt motivic cohomology ring spectrum
HZ/2 motivic cohomology mod 2
HW = HWZ[η−1] η-inverted Witt motivic cohomology ring spectrum
E∧x x-completion of a module or a spectrum E
vcd 2(k) étale 2-cohomological dimension of the field k[

√
−1]

πiEj bigraded stable homotopy groups of a spectrum E with πiEj = πi−j,−jE
N natural numbers without zero
N0 natural numbers and 0.

2. Preliminaries

This section recalls known results and defines some objects we will work with. It in particular recalls
the definitions of the objects mentioned in the introduction.

2.1. The Homotopy t-Structure. Let k be a field of characteristic not 2. Morel has defined a t-
structure on SH(k) [Mor03], the homotopy t-structure. The corresponding subcategories of n-connective
spectra SH(n)≥n and n-coconnective spectra SH(n)≤n can be described by [Hoy15, Thm. 2.3]

E ∈ SH(k)≥n ←→ πp,q(E) = 0 for p− q < n,

E ∈ SH(k)≤n ←→ πp,q(E) = 0 for p− q > n.

The objects πp,q(E) on the right hand side are the bigraded homotopy sheaves of E. They are given as the
Nisnevich sheafification of the presheaves of smooth schemes over k defined by X 7→ [Σp,qΣ∞X+,E]. When
the base k is a perfect field, Morel showed that homotopy sheaves detect equivalences on finitely generated
field extensions k ↪→L, see [Hoy15, Thm. 2.7]. We will denote for a motivic spectrum E ∈ SH(k) the
groups

πp,q(E) = [Sp,q,E],

where S = Σ∞Spec(k)+ is the sphere spectrum. The heart of the homotopy t-structure is given by the
abelian category SH(k)♥ of homotopy modules. By the above description of the t-structure, the only
non-vanishing homotopy sheaves of F ∈ SH(k)♥ are on the 0-line, i.e. π0(F)∗ = π−∗,−∗(F). Since the
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sphere spectrum is connective its coconnective cover S≤0 lies in SH(k)♥. By Morel’s computation its
bigraded homotopy groups are given by Milnor-Witt K-theory [Mor12] [Mor04a]

π0(S)∗ ∼= KMW
∗ (k).

It thus deserves the name KMW := S≤0, the Milnor-Witt homotopy module. Generally, underlines in the
name of a spectrum will indicate that the spectrum lies in the heart SH(k)♥. One further defines, by
taking cones in the abelian category SH(k)♥, the Milnor, Witt and Milnor mod 2 homotopy modules
[Mor03, Example 3.33]

KM := KMW/η,

KW := KMW/h,

kM := KW/η.

In the above η : S1,1→S is a stable version of the unstable Hopf map A2 \ 0→P1, and h : S→S is defined
as h := 2 + ηρ, with ρ : S−1,−1→S being a stable version of the map Spec(k)→Gm corresponding to
−1 ∈ k×.

It follows from [Mor04b][Mor03, Remark 3.12] that we have a cofiber sequence of motivic spectra

0→Σ1,1KW η−→ KW r−→ kM→ 0.(2.1)

The homotopy groups of these homotopy modules are given by

π0(KMW)∗ ∼= KMW
∗ (k), π0(KM)∗ ∼= KM

∗ (k), π0(KW)∗ ∼= KW
∗ (k), π0(kM)∗ ∼= kM

∗ (k)

on the diagonal and by 0 otherwise. They will be denoted by KMW
∗∗ , etc., as is usual for spectra.

2.2. Effective and Very Effective Spectra. Voevodsky defined [Voe02] the subcategory of effective
spectra SH(k)eff ⊂ SH(k) which can be given as the full subcategory generated by homotopy colimits
and extensions by suspension spectra Σp,qX+ of smooth schemes X ∈ Smk and p ∈ Z, q ≥ 0. The
inclusion it : Σ0,t SH(k)eff ∧ ↪→ SH(k) has a right adjoint rt : SH(k)→Σ0,t SH(k)eff. The composition
ft := it ◦ rt is called the t-th effective cover functor. It preserves homotopy colimits and there are natural
transformations ft+1→ ft. The t-th slice of a spectrum E ∈ SH(k) is defined by the cofiber sequence

ft+1(E)→ ft(E)→ st(E).

With the help of the effective cover we furthermore define

HZ̃ := f0(KMW),

HZ := f0(KM),

HWZ := f0(KW),

HZ/2 := cofib(2 : HZ→HZ).

It was shown in [BF18] that HZ defined as above represents motivic cohomology. The coefficient ring
HZ/2∗∗ is known due to the resolution of the Milnor conjecture [Voe03a] and the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum
conjecture [SV00, Section 6], see for example [KRØ20, 7.2]. It is given as a polynomial ring over Milnor
K-theory mod 2 [Mil70] in one variable τ ∈ HZ/20,−1

HZ/2∗∗ ∼= kM
∗∗[τ ].

More precisely, HZ/2p,q ∼= kM
p (k)τq−p for p ≥ q and 0 otherwise. This implies that there is a cofiber

sequence

(2.2) Σ0,−1HZ/2 τ−→ HZ/2→ kM.

Together with the resolution of Morel’s structure conjecture [Bac17, Thm. 17] this computes HWZ∗∗ as

HWZ∗∗ ∼= KW
∗∗[τ ]/(τη),

and we have a cofiber sequence

Σ0,−1HZ/2 τ̃−→ HWZ→KW.

Bachmann defined [Bac17] a t-stucture on SH(k)eff via

E ∈ SH(k)eff
≥n ←→ πp(E)0 = 0 for p < n,

E ∈ SH(k)eff
≤n ←→ πp(E)0 = 0 for p > n.
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Denote the non-negative part SH(k)eff
≥0 with respect of this t-structure by SH(k)veff; it was first defined in

[SØ12]. This is a full subcategory of SH(k) stable under homotopy colimits and extensions and its objects
are called very effective spectra. We say a spectrum E is very n-effective, if Σ−n,0E is very effective.

Proposition 2.3. The spectra HZ̃,HZ,HWZ,HZ/2 and Σ1,1KW as well as any combination of their
smash products are very effective.

Proof. Any effective spectrum that is connective with respect to the homotopy t-structure is clearly very
effective. Furthermore, SH(k)eff is stable under smash products [SØ12, Lemma 5.6]. It remains to show

that Σ1,1KW is very effective. Taking effective covers of (2.1) we get a cofiber sequence

f0(Σ1,1KW)
η̃−→ HWZ r−→ HZ/2.

Since HWZ and HZ/2 are very effective, so is f0(Σ1,1KW). The resolution of Morel’s structure conjecture

[Bac17, Thm. 17] implies that f0(Σ1,1KW) ' Σ1,1KW. The claim follows. �

Remark 2.4 When the characteristic of the base field is not 2, It has been shown [Hoy15][BH21][Bac21]

that the spectra KMW,KW,KM, kM and their effective covers HZ̃,HZ,HWZ,HZ/2 are cellular. Therefore,
for all our purposes it suffices to check equivalences on bigraded homotopy groups πp,q [DI05, Prop. 7.1].

2.3. Base Change. Let K be a field and F a field extension of K. The base change functor on smooth
schemes f∗ : SmK→SmF induces a symmetric monoidal base change functor f∗ : SH(K)→ SH(F). The

spectra we have defined behave well with respect to base change. Denote by KMW
F the Milnor-Witt

homotopy module in SH(F) and similarly for the Milnor, Witt and Milnor mod 2 homotopy modules.

Proposition 2.5. Let k be a perfect field and F a field extension. Then f∗ : SH(k)→ SH(F) preserves

KMW,KW,KM, kM and also their effective covers, i.e. we have a natural equivalence f∗(KR
k ) ' KR

F .

Proof. The base change functor f∗ preserves homotopy colimits and truncations [Hoy15, Lemma 2.2].

Thus, it preserves the sphere spectrum and its 0-truncation KMW. Furthermore, base change f∗ commutes
with effective covers and slices [RØ16, Lemma 2.4]. Hence, it preserves s0(S) ' HZ [Lev08, Thm. 9.0.3

and 10.5.1][Hoy15, Rem. 4.20] and its 0-truncation KM. Base change also preserves HZ/2 and by the
cofiber sequence

Σ0,−1HZ/2 τ−→ HZ/2→ kM

it further preserves kM. By [Mor04b, Thm. 5.3] we have a cofiber sequence

KMW→KM ∨KW→ kM.

We have shown that f∗ preserves all terms but KW; which it also must preserve by the cofiber sequence. �

2.4. Completion. Let E be a ring spectrum, x ∈ π0(E)∗ and M a left E-module spectrum. The
x-completion E∧x of E is defined by the homotopy limit

M∧x := lim
i

M/xi,

where M/xi is the cofiber of the map xi : Σi|x|M→M. M is called x-complete if the canonical map
induces an equivalence M ' M∧x . The following theorem by Lurie shows that completion behaves well
with respect to taking homotopy groups.

Theorem 2.6. [Lur04, XII, Thm. 4.2.13] Let E ∈ SH(k) be a connective E2-ring spectrum, M a left
E-module and x ∈ π0(E)∗. If M is x-complete, then πk(M)∗ is x-complete as a π0(E)∗-module for every
k ∈ Z.

Proof. This follows from [Lur04, XII, Prop. 4.2.16]. The arguments in loc. cit. analogously apply for
SH(k) with the homotopy t-structure. �

We will be most concerned with completing with respect to η ∈ π0(S)−1. In this case, Bachmann
and Hopkins have established a connection to 2-completion for fields of finite virtual cohomological
2-dimension [BH21, Thm. 5.1]. It implies the following Proposition.

Proposition 2.7. Let E ∈ SH(k) be an HW-module, then η-completion factors through 2-completion, i.e.

the canonical map is an equivalence: E∧η
'−→ E∧η,2. If vcd2(k) < ∞, and E is very n-effective for some

n ∈ Z, then we have canonical equivalences

E∧η
'−→ E∧η,2

'←− E∧2 .
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Proof. Since the relation ηρ = −2 holds in HW∗∗, we have (2) ⊂ (η) ⊂ HW∗∗. It follows that η-completion
factors through 2-completion; see for example [Lur04, XII, Prop. 4.2.11 and 4.2.12]. The second claim is
[BH21, Thm. 5.1]. �

This proposition reduces η-completion to 2-completion for HW-modules. When the field k is nonreal,
i.e. −1 is a sum of squares, then this even frees us from completing.

Corollary 2.8. Let the base field k be nonreal of characteristic not 2 with vcd2(k) < ∞. Then very
n-effective HW-modules are η-complete.

Proof. When k is nonreal, then W(k) = π0(HW)0 is 2-primary torsion of finite exponent [EKM08, 31.4(6)].
Hence, every HW-module is 2-complete. The claim follows by Proposition 2.7. �

3. The Motivic Steenrod Algebra and its Dual

The structure of HWZ∗∗HWZ is deeply intertwined with the structure of the motivic Steenrod algebra
mod 2 and its dual, A∗∗2

∼= HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 and A2
∗∗
∼= HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 respectively. Since their properties

will be used extensively in what follows, we decided to dedicate a new section to this. We collect some
important facts about them here.

3.1. Self Homology and Cohomology of Spectra. Let E be a commutative ring spectrum in SH(k)
with multiplication µ : E ∧ E→E and unit 1 : S→E. Then E∗∗ is a ring via x⊗ y 7→ µ∗(x ∧ y) and both
E∗∗E and E∗∗E are E∗∗-algebras. Their ring structures are defined as follows. Let µi,j : E∧4→E∧3 be
the multiplication map acting on the i-th and j-th coordinate and ιi,j : E∧n→E∧n the map swapping
coordinates i and j. The multiplication on E∗∗E is given by x⊗ y 7→ (µ1,2 ∧ µ3,4) ◦ ι2,3 ◦ (x ∧ y). It is
graded commutative. The multiplication on E∗∗E is given by composition f ⊗ g 7→ f ◦ g. This is in
general not commutative. We denote by ι : E ∧ E→E ∧ E the conjugation map. E∗∗E is an E∗∗-algebra,
and hence a bimodule, via the ring map

E∗∗→E∗∗E, s 7→ E ' S ∧ E
s∧E−−→ E ∧ E

µ−→ E.

E∗∗E gets its E∗∗-algebra structure via the ring map

E∗∗
ηL−→ E∗∗E, s 7→ s ∧ 1.

There is a second ring map, ηR, which defines a right E∗∗-module structure on E∗∗ given by s 7→ 1 ∧ s.

Remark 3.1 The image of E∗∗ does generally not lie in the center of E∗∗E. For example, when E is
motivic cohomology mod 2, then Sq1 · τ − τ · Sq1 = ρ 6= 0. Classical examples of this phenomenon are
also MU and BP.

Recall the exterior products for X,Y ∈ SH(k)

E∗∗(X)⊗ E∗∗(Y)
×−→ E∗∗(X ∧Y), x⊗ y 7→ (µ1,3 ∧X ∧Y) ◦ (x ∧ y),

E∗∗(X)⊗ E∗∗(Y)
×−→ E∗∗(X ∧Y), f ⊗ g 7→ µ ◦ (f ∧ g),

as well as the Kronecker pairing

E−∗−∗(X)⊗ E∗∗(X)
〈−,−〉−−−−→ E∗∗, f ⊗ x 7→ 〈f, x〉 := µ ◦ (E ∧ f) ◦ x.

Here the degrees are additive, i.e. |〈f, x〉| = |x| − |f |. Given a map φ : X→Y, we have 〈f, φ∗(x)〉 =
〈φ∗(f), x〉. The pairings are meant to be understood to be over X and Y respectively. Also note that in
this language we have x · y = µ∗(x× y) for x, y ∈ E∗∗E.

Proposition 3.2. Let α, f ∈ E∗∗E, x ∈ E∗∗E, s ∈ E∗∗. Then we have

(i) α∗ is dual to α∗: 〈f, α∗(x)〉 = 〈α∗(f), x〉 = 〈f · α, x〉,
(ii) 〈f, α∗(x)〉 = 〈α, f∗(ι(x))〉,

(iii) the pairing is left E∗∗-linear in both variables: s〈f, x〉 = 〈sf, x〉 = 〈f, sx〉,
(iv) the pairing respects the right E∗∗-actions: 〈fs, x〉 = 〈f, xs〉.

Proof. See [Sch12] or [Voe03b] specifically for the case of the motivic Steenrod algebra. �

Remark 3.3 (i) The pairing does not necessarily commute with right actions. Let E = HZ/2 be
motivic cohomology mod 2 and let Sq1 ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 be the Bockstein. Using the description
(3.4), we have 〈Sq1, 1 · τ〉 = 〈Sq1, τ + ρτ0〉 = ρ 6= τ〈Sq1, 1〉 = 0, since Sq1 is dual to τ0.
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(ii) c swaps the left and right action on E∗∗. When they disagree, then ι is not E∗∗-linear and
hence cannot be dualized via the pairing, in case it is perfect. In other words, there is no map
ι : E∗∗E→E∗∗E satisfying 〈f, ι(x)〉 = 〈ι(f), x〉. The existence of a dual conjugate forces the pairing
to be right E∗∗-linear in both variables which on the other hand forces the left and right actions to
be identical in the perfect case.

(iii) The last comment suggests that, even if (E∗∗,E∗∗E) is a Hopf algebroid, then (E∗∗,E∗∗E) might not
be a Hopf algebroid in any meaningful way. This is indeed the case. For HZ/2, the motivic Steenrod
algebra mod 2, (HZ/2∗∗,HZ/2∗∗HZ/2) is not a graded Hopf algebroid over fields not containing
a square root of −1. One can show that there cannot be a conjugation on HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 which
preserves the embedding HZ/2∗∗→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2.

The multiplication map µ : E ∧ E→E defines a diagonal µ∗ : E∗∗E→E∗∗(E ∧ E). For e, h ∈
E∗∗(X ∧Y), a, b ∈ E∗∗(X ∧Y) we have [Sch12, Prop. 6.17 (iii)]

〈e× h, a× b〉 = (−1)tdim(g)·tdim(a)〈e, a〉 · 〈h, b〉.

If we have a decomposition µ∗(f) =
∑
i f
′
i × f ′′i , since the diagonal is dual to multiplication on E∗∗E, the

above formula implies:

〈f, x · y〉 =
∑
i

(−1)tdim(f ′′i )tdim(x)〈f ′i , x〉 · 〈f ′′i , y〉,

where we define tdim(a) = p for a ∈ Ep,q(X ∧ Y) and tdim(e) = i for e ∈ Ei,j(X ∧ Y). Similarly, one
defines a diagonal

ψ : E∗∗E→E∗∗(E ∧ E), x 7→ ι2,3 ◦ (x ∧ 1),

with ιi,j : E∧n→E∧n swapping coordinates i and j.

3.2. The (Dual) Motivic Steenrod Algebra. We now specialize to E = HZ/2, i.e. motivic cohomology
mod 2. In this case HZ/2 ∧HZ/2 is a reflexive HZ/2-module, i.e. the canonical map

HZ/2 ∧HZ/2→HomHZ/2(HomHZ/2(HZ/2 ∧HZ/2,HZ/2),HZ/2)

is an equivalence of HZ/2-modules [HKØ17, Prop. 5.3][Hoy15, Prop. 5.5, Thm. 5.10]. Thus, the
Kronecker pairing is perfect. The diagonal on HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 can now be identified with

∆ : HZ/2∗∗ µ∗−→ HZ/2∗∗(HZ/2 ∧HZ/2) ∼= HZ/2∗∗HZ/2⊗HZ/2∗∗ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2.

The decomposition µ∗(f) =
∑
i f
′
i × f ′′i =

∑
i f
′
i ⊗ f ′′i now always holds, where we identified via above

isomorphism. Hence, we always have

〈f, x · y〉 =
∑
i

〈f ′i , x〉 · 〈f ′′i , y〉.

Dually, we have a diagonal

∆ : HZ/2∗∗
ψ−→ HZ/2∗∗(HZ/2 ∧HZ/2) ∼= HZ/2∗∗HZ/2⊗HZ/2∗∗ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

and for ∆(x) =
∑
i x
′
i ⊗ x′′i we get [Voe03b, 12.9][Boa82, Lemma 3.3]

〈f ◦ g, x〉 =
∑
i

〈f〈g, x′′i 〉, x′i〉,

where the scalar 〈g, x′′i 〉 acts on the right on f , i.e. f〈g, x′′i 〉 = ηR(〈g, x′′i 〉) · f .
Recall from Section 2.2 that we know the coefficient ring HZ/2∗∗ and that it is given by

HZ/2∗∗ ∼= kM
∗∗[τ ],

i.e. HZ/2p,q ∼= kM
p (k)τq−p for p ≥ q and 0 otherwise. Note that this is a commutative ring. The

elements kM
∗ (k) all come from the sphere spectrum while τ does not. Recall that we denote the element

S→Gm ' Σ1,1S corresponding to −1 ∈ Gm(k) by the letter ρ.
The dual motivic Steenrod algebra is given as a commutative left HZ/2∗∗-algebra by [Voe03b][Hoy15]

[HKØ17]

(3.4) HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, τ1, . . . , ξ1, ξ2, . . .]/(τ2
i − ρτi+1 − (τ + ρτ0)ξi+1)

with degrees

|τi| = (2i+1 − 1, 2i − 1), |ξr| = (2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1).
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Remark 3.5 We would like to point out that there is no immediate connection between the element τ
in the coefficient ring and the elements τi in the dual Steenrod algebra, contrary to what the notation
might suggest.

We readily see that HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 is free as a left HZ/2∗∗-module. The basis can be described in terms
of monomials. Let E and R be finite length sequences E = (E0,E1, . . .), R = (R1,R2, . . .) with Ei ∈ {0, 1}
and Ri ∈ N0. Denote by ∅ the zero-sequence and by ei the sequence with a single 1 at the i-th position.
Basis monomials can be given by

τ(E)ξ(R) = τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · ξ
R1
1 ξR2

2 · · · .

The pair (HZ/2∗∗,HZ/2∗∗HZ/2) is a Hopf algebroid. Its structure is described in [Voe03b, Sec. 12][HKØ17,
Sec. 5.1][Hoy15, Sec. 5.3]. We recall

ηL(τ) = τ,

ηR(τ) = τ + ρτ0,

∆(τ) = τ ⊗ 1,

∆(τr) = τr ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ τr +

r−1∑
i=0

ξ2i

r−i ⊗ τi,

∆(ξr) = ξr ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ξr +

r−1∑
i=1

ξ2i

r−i ⊗ ξi,

ι(τ) = τ + ρτ0,

ι(τr) = τr +

r−1∑
i=0

ξ2i

r−iι(τi),

ι(ξr) = ξr +

r−1∑
i=1

ξ2i

r−iι(ξi).

(3.6)

We note that ηL, ηR, ∆ and c are kM
∗ (k)-linear, since these elements all come from the sphere spectrum.

Whenever we write x · s = xs for a scalar s ∈ HZ/2∗∗, we will mean ηR(s)x. In particular, xτ = ηR(τ)x =
(τ + ρτ0)x. Moreover, we will denote the following conjugates with overlines ι(τi) = τi, ι(ξi) = ξi.

The motivic Steenrod algebra HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 is generated as an algebra by HZ/2∗∗ and reduced power
operations

Sq2i ∈ HZ/22i,iHZ/2, Sq2i+1 ∈ HZ/22i+1,iHZ/2,
where i ≥ 0, Sq0 = id and Sq1 is the Bockstein. Since the Kronecker pairing is perfect, we can dualize the
basis τ(E)ξ(R). The dual of τ0 is Sq1 and the dual of ξ1 is Sq2. Our computations will involve the maps

HZ/2∗∗HZ/2
(Sq2)R∗−−−−→ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 and HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

(Sq2)L∗−−−−→ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

given by π∗∗(HZ/2 ∧ Sq2) and π∗∗(Sq2 ∧HZ/2) respectively. They can be computed as follows.

Proposition 3.7. Let x ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 and α ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2. Then

αR
∗ (x) =

∑
i

x′i〈α, x′′i 〉 and αL
∗ (x) =

∑
i

〈α, ι(x′i)〉x′′i .

Proof. This can be shown using formulas for the Kronecker pairing that we have established earlier. The
second formula follows from Corollary 6.4 in [Boa82]. �

Remark 3.8 Over a field with no square root of −1, the conjugation in the second factor is necessary
even for α = Sq1, the dual element of τ0:

〈Sq1, τ〉 = 0,

〈Sq1, ι(τ)〉 = 〈Sq1, (τ + ρτ0)〉 = ρ 6= 0.

Classically, we can dualize the conjugation and the conjugate of Sq1 is Sq1 itself. Hence, this does not
occur classically and our reasoning suggests that this is related to Remark 3.3 (iii).

Remark 3.9 We also have ι ◦ (Sq2)R
∗ = (Sq2)L

∗ ◦ ι.
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Their behavior on products is described by

Proposition 3.10. We have for x, y ∈ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

(Sq1)R
∗ (x · y) = (Sq1)R

∗ (x) · y + x · (Sq1)R
∗ (y),

(Sq1)L
∗ (x · y) = (Sq1)L

∗ (x) · y + x · (Sq1)L
∗ (y),

(Sq2)R
∗ (x · y) = (Sq2)R

∗ (x) · y + x · (Sq2)R
∗ (y) + (τ + ρτ0) · (Sq1)R

∗ (x) · (Sq1)R
∗ (y),

(Sq2)L
∗ (x · y) = (Sq2)L

∗ (x) · y + x · (Sq2)L
∗ (y) + τ · (Sq1)L

∗ (x) · (Sq1)L
∗ (y).

Proof. By the Cartan formula [Voe03b, Prop. 9.7, Lemma 11.6]) and the fact that the Bockstein Sq1

[Voe03b, (8.1)] is a derivation, we have

∆(Sq1) = Sq1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Sq1,

∆(Sq2) = Sq2 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Sq2 + τSq1 ⊗ Sq1.

The result now follows from duality of ∆ and multiplication on HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 together with Proposition
3.7. �

The left HZ/2∗∗-subalgebra generated by ξi is preserved under conjugation. Hence

HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, τ1, . . . , ξ1, ξ2, . . .]/(τ2
i = ρτi+1 + ξi+1τ)

∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, τ1, . . . , ξ1, ξ2, . . .](τ2
i = ρτi+1 + ξi+1τ).

Let K ⊂ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 be the left HZ/2∗∗-module spanned by monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · ξ1
2R1

ξ2
R2
ξ3

R3 · · · ,

with Ei ∈ {0, 1} and Ri ∈ N0. Then we have an obvious splitting

(3.11) HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= K⊕ ξ1K.

We will use this splitting later to compute HZ/2-homology of HWZ. The elements in K map to zero
under (Sq2)R

∗ modulo (τ + ρτ0).

4. Building Blocks of HWZ ∧HWZ

As mentioned in the introduction, HWZ and HZ/2 share an intimate relation with each other witnessed
by the pullback square of rings [Mor04b, Thm 5.3][Mor12, Chapter 5]

(4.1)

KMW
∗ (k) KM

∗ (k)

KW
∗ (k) kM

∗ (k).

We will make precise the details of their connection now. We then use this information to break down
the task of computing HWZ∗∗HWZ into pieces which we compute in the Sections after.

Theorem 17 of [Bac17] demonstrates that we have a diagram of cofiber sequences

(4.2)

∗ Σ0,−1HZ/2 Σ0,−1HZ/2

Σ1,1KW HWZ HZ/2

Σ1,1KW KW kM.

id

τ̃ τ

id

η̃ r

πW π

η r

We will denote the maps continuing to the right of r and r by ∂ and ∂ respectively. Here the middle row
is the effective cover f0 of the bottom row which is the cofiber sequence (2.1). The two bottom vertical
maps πW and π are given by zero truncation with respect to the homotopy t-structure. That is, the
columns are of the form X≥1→X→X≤0.

Notation 4.3 Underlined maps will usually mean 0-truncated maps with respect to the homotopy
t-structure. In that case we have a relationship such as π ◦ r = r ◦ πW in (4.2). A tilde map in most cases
is a lifted version of a map. For example: η = πW ◦ η̃ in (4.2).
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Diagram (4.2) immediately implies the following Proposition.

Proposition 4.4. We have a homotopy pullback square

HWZ HZ/2

KW kM.

r

πW π

r

We smash the pullback square in Proposition 4.4 with HWZ on the right and get a pullback square

(4.5)

HWZ ∧HWZ HZ/2 ∧HWZ

KW ∧HWZ kM ∧HWZ.

r∧HWZ

πW∧HWZ π∧HWZ

r∧HWZ

In the Sections we will determine the algebra structure of the homotopy groups of the pieces in this square
surrounding HWZ ∧HWZ. We proceed clockwise and begin with the top right corner, HZ/2∗∗HWZ.

4.1. Computation of HZ/2 ∧ HWZ. We start our computations with HZ/2 ∧ HWZ. Smashing the
pullback square in Proposition 4.4 with HZ/2 on the left, we have a pullback square

HZ/2 ∧HWZ HZ/2 ∧HZ/2

HZ/2 ∧KW HZ/2 ∧ kM.

HZ/2∧r

HZ/2∧πW HZ/2∧π

HZ/2∧r

We know the homotopy groups on the right. Hence, to compute HZ/2∗∗HWZ we are only missing the

structure of HZ/2 ∧KW.
The map η : S1,1→S is a map between spheres and acts as 0 on HZ, and thus also on HZ/2. Therefore,

when smashing the last row of grid (4.2) with HZ/2 on the left all rows are split. That is, they are of the
form X→X ∨ F→F. Consequently, we have a split short exact sequence

(4.6) 0→HZ/2∗∗KW rR∗−−→ HZ/2∗∗kM ∂R
∗−−→ Σ2,1HZ/2∗∗KW→ 0.

Let d := r ◦ ∂. The HZ/2∗∗-homology of KW can now be computed as the kernel of dR
∗ . The following

Proposition enables us to do so by giving a description of d. This proposition can already be found in the
proof of [BH21, Lemma 6.18] which borrow below.

Proposition 4.7. We have a commutative diagram

HZ/2 Σ2,1HZ/2

kM Σ2,1kM.

π

Sq2

π

d

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of [BH21, Lemma 6.18]. Taking [HZ/2,−] of the Σ2,1-shifted version
of the cofiber sequence (2.2), we see that we have a surjection

π∗ : HZ/22,1HZ/2� [HZ/2,Σ2,1kM], f 7→ π ◦ f,
since τ is a non-zero divisor in the motivic Steenrod algebra. Hence, there exists f ∈ HZ/22,1HZ/2 such
that d ◦ π = π ◦ f . Taking HZ/2-homology, we get a commutative diagram

HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 Σ2,1HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

HZ/2∗∗kM Σ2,1HZ/2∗∗kM,

πR
∗

fR
∗

πR
∗

dR∗

where we used the rightmost column of (4.2) and the fact that τ is a non-zero divisor in the dual
motivic Steenrod algebra to deduce that the vertical maps are surjective. By degree reasons we have
HZ/22,1HZ/2 = {0, ρSq1, Sq2, Sq2+ρSq1}. Using again the rightmost column of (4.2), we see HZ/2∗∗kM ∼=
HZ/2∗∗HZ/2/τ . Since this is never trivial and the left and right side of (4.6) are shifts of each other, the
splitting is never trivial. It follows that d 6= 0. After base change to a quadratically closed field we have
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ρ = 0, hence we cannot have f = ρSq1. We note that the short exact sequence (4.6) dictates dR
∗ ◦ dR

∗ = 0.
Using the formulas (3.6) for ∆ we see that ((Sq2 + ρSq1)R

∗ )2(τ1) = (Sq2 + ρSq1)R
∗ (ρτ0) = ρ is not zero

under the map πR
∗ . We must have f = Sq2. This shows the claim. �

Notation 4.8 In concordance with our convetions in Notation 4.3, we will also refer to d by Sq2.

Before we begin our computation, let us remark how this computes the algebra HZ/2∗∗HWZ.

Lemma 4.9. We have a pullback square of rings

HZ/2∗∗HWZ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2

HZ/2∗∗KW
∗∗ HZ/2∗∗kM.

rR∗

(πW)R∗ πR
∗

rR∗

Proof. As (4.6) shows, rR
∗ is an injection on HZ/2∗∗-homology, hence rR

∗ injects HZ/2∗∗HWZ into
HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 by a simple diagram chase. The map τR

∗ , which is just given by multiplication by τ on the
right, is injective since τ , and therefore ι(τ), is a non-zero divisor in HZ/2∗∗HZ/2. Hence, πR

∗ and thus
(πW)R

∗ are surjective. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that if one of the maps one pulls back along is
surjective on homotopy groups, then one has a pullback square on homotopy groups. This and the fact
that all involved maps are maps of ring spectra now imply the claim. �

To compute the kernel of dR
∗ , i.e. HZ/2∗∗KW, we use its behavior on products. Recall Proposition

3.10:

(Sq2)R
∗ (x · y) = (Sq2)R

∗ (x) · y + x · (Sq2)R
∗ (y) + (τ + ρτ0) · (Sq1)R

∗ (x) · (Sq1)R
∗ (y).

This means dR
∗ is a derivation, since it is obtained from (Sq2)R

∗ by modding out by (τ + ρτ0) as can be
seen by Corollary 4.7. The formulas (3.6), Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.10 imply inductively

(Sq2)R
∗ (τi) = 0, (Sq2)R

∗ (ξ1) = 1, (Sq2)R
∗ (ξj) = 0, for j 6= 1.

Proposition 4.10. We have an isomorphism of left HZ/2∗∗-algebras

HZ/2∗∗KW rR∗−→∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, . . . , ξ1
2
, ξ2, ξ3 . . .]/(τ + ρτ0, τ

2
i = ρτi+1) ↪→HZ/2∗∗kM.

Proof. Let K be as in (3.11). By what we have just computed, K := πR
∗ (K) lies in the kernel of dR

∗ .
Furthermore, dR

∗ acts on ξ1K via ξ1k 7→ k. So im(rR
∗ ) = K and since rR

∗ is a ring map, K is a left
HZ/2∗∗-algebra.

To deduce the relations, note that monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · ξ1
R1
ξ2

R2
ξ3

R3 · · · ,

with Ei ∈ {0, 1} and Ri ∈ N0, form a right kM
∗∗-basis for HZ/2∗∗kM. In particular, the monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · ξ1
2R1

ξ2
R2
ξ3

R3 · · ·

are therefore kM
∗ -linearly independent. Any other relations in HZ/2∗∗KW must therefore contain higher

degrees of τi. Since the relations in the result obviously hold, we already have relations for τ2
i . Hence, we

may reduce to lower degrees in them. The claim follows. �

Remark 4.11 Since we had no assumptions on our base field, it follows that the right kM
∗ (k)-basis of

HZ/2∗∗KW mentioned in the proof describes HZ/2 ∧KW as a free right module over kM.

Proposition 4.12. We have an isomorphism of left HZ/2∗∗-algebras

HZ/2∗∗HWZ
rR∗−→∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, . . . , ξ1τ, ξ1

2
, ξ2, ξ3 . . .]/(. . .) ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2,

where the ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations

τ2
i = ρτi+1 + ξi+1τ, (ξ1τ)2 = ξ1

2
τ2.
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Proof. That we have the given generators follows from the pullback square of Lemma 4.9. The first
column of the grid (4.2) gives a short exact sequence

0→Σ0,−1HZ/2∗∗HZ/2
τ̃R
∗−−→ HZ/2∗∗HWZ

(πW)R∗−−−−→ HZ/2∗∗KW→ 0

with τ̃R
∗ (ξi+1) = τ2

i −ρτi+1 and τ̃R
∗ (τi) = (τ +ρτ0)τi. The formulas (3.6) for ξi demonstrate that it suffices

to have ξ1τ and ξj , with j ≥ 2, to recreate ξjτ . For more details see Remark 4.16. The given set thus
generates HZ/2∗∗HWZ as an algebra. The relations for τ2

i are from HZ/2∗∗HZ/2. The second relation

(ξ1τ)2 = ξ1
2
τ2 obviously holds in HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 and thus in HZ/2∗∗HWZ. We have reduced all possible

relations to lower powers of the generators. It remains to show that the monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · (ξ1τ)εξ1
2R1

ξ2
R2
ξ3

R3 · · · ,

with ε,Ei ∈ {0, 1} and Ri ∈ N0, form a basis. In other words HZ/2∗∗HWZ ∼= K⊕Kξ1τ . To show that the
above monomials are a basis It suffices to show that K⊕Kξ1τ injects into HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 via the natural
map (a, b) 7→ a+ b. Given the splitting (3.11), it hence suffices to show that the map

(4.13) Kξ1τ ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= K⊕ ξ1K� ξ1K

is an injection. Multiplying a basis element b with ξ1τ = τξ1 + ρτ0ξ1 will produce a term of the form
τξ1b+ T with T some term with all summands being greater than ξ1b in terms of a lexicographic order
τi < ξi. Indeed, expanding τ2

i we get ρτi+1 + τξi+1 + ρτ0ξi+1, a term that only leads to greater value
with respect to the lexicographic order by the conjugation formulas (3.6). Thus, the matrix of the map

(4.14) K ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 ∼= K⊕ ξ1K
·ξ1τ
↪→ K⊕ ξ1K� Kξ1τ

is lower triangular with τ on a diagonal shifted by the value of ξ1 with respect to the chosen lexicographic
order. Hence (4.14), and thus also (4.13), are injective. Therefore HZ/2∗∗HWZ ∼= K ⊕ Kξ1τ as left
HZ/2∗∗-modules. This proves the claim. �

Remark 4.15 This result shows HZ/2 ∧HWZ is a free left module over HZ/2. It is also free as a right
module over HZ/2. Indeed, this statement is equivalent to the map

HZ/2∗∗HWZ→HZ/2∗∗HWZ, τ 7→ τ + ρτ0,

being a kM
∗ (k)-isomorphism. To see that it is one checks what happens to basis elements, that is monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · (ξ1τ)εξ1
2R1

ξ2
R2
ξ3

R3 · · · ,

with ε,Ei ∈ {0, 1} and Ri ∈ N0. We have (τ + ρτ0)k = τk + T with T divisible by powers of ρτ0. When
multiplying this with a basis monomial, the equations for τ2

i tell us that after we expand these into basis
monomials, all the summands will have increased index in E or R. Therefore they will be greater with
respect to a lexicographic order τi < ξi. So the matrix of this map has 1s on the diagonal and is lower
triangular, proving the claim. This is also true for the basis on HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 by the same proof, see
[BH21, Cor 6.4]).

Remark 4.16 We would like to emphasize that HZ/2∗∗HWZ contains all of HZ/2∗∗HZ/2τ , hence the
relations of Proposition 4.12 make sense. It also contains all of ξ2

r . More explicitly, by the conjugation
formulas (3.6)

ξ2
1 = ξ1

2
, ξ2

r = ξr
2

+

r−1∑
i=1

ξ2i+1

r−i ξi
2
, ξrτ = ξrτ +

r−1∑
i=1

ξ2i

r−iξiτ.

The first element is in HZ/2∗∗HWZ as a generator. By induction, the second formula shows that all ξ2
i

are in HZ/2∗∗HWZ. Similarly, the element ξ1τ is in HZ/2∗∗HWZ as a generator, hence the last formula
shows by induction that all ξiτ are in HZ/2∗∗HWZ. Ideally we would write the relations of Proposition

4.12 using an explicit formula in the ξi, ξ1
2
ξ1τ , but this seems unfeasible. We must therefore track

carefully what is in HZ/2∗∗HWZ and not get confused by multiplication with τ on the left and right. We

mention as an example ξ2τ = ξ2τ + ξ1
2
(ξ1τ).

We will prefer to suppress the generator ξ1τ as τ2
0 − ρτ1 and instead use the presentation
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Corollary 4.17. We have an isomorphism of left HZ/2∗∗-algebras

HZ/2∗∗HWZ
rR∗−→∼= HZ/2∗∗[τ0, . . . , ξ1

2
, ξ2, ξ3 . . .]/(. . .) ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2,

where the ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations

τ4
0 = ρ3τ2 + ρ2(ξ1

2
(τ2

0 − ρτ1) + ξ2τ) + ξ1
2
τ2, τ2

i = ρτi+1 + ξi+1τ, for i ≥ 1.

4.2. Computation of kM ∧HWZ. Next on the list is kM ∧HWZ.
By Proposition 3.7, the map τL

∗ : HZ/2∗∗HZ/2→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 is given by multiplication by τ on the
left. Since rR

∗ : HZ/2∗∗HWZ ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 and τ is a non-zero divisor in HZ/2∗∗HZ/2, τ is also a
non-zero divisor in HZ/2∗∗HWZ. So by the long exact sequence of the second column of (4.2) we have
the short exact sequence

(4.18) 0→Σ0,−1HZ/2∗∗HWZ
τL
∗−→ HZ/2∗∗HWZ

πL
∗−−→ kM

∗∗HWZ→ 0.

It follows immediately

Proposition 4.19. We have as a left kM
∗∗-algebra

kM
∗∗HWZ ∼= kM

∗∗[τ0, . . . , ξ1
2
, ξ2, ξ3 . . .]/(. . .),

where the ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations

τ4
0 = ρ3(τ0ξ2 + τ1ξ1

2
+ τ2), τ2

r = ρτr+1 + ξ2
r (τ2

0 − ρτ1) + ρτ0

r+1∑
i=2

ξ2i

r+1−iξi, for r ≥ 1.

Remark 4.20 The description shows that kM ∧ HWZ is a free left module over kM with basis given by
monomials

τE0
0 τE1

1 · · · ξ1
2R1

ξ2
R2
ξ3

R3 · · · ,

with E0 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},Ei ∈ {0, 1} and Ri ∈ N0. We will later use alternative basis monomials τ(E)ξ(I + 2S)
with E = (E0,E1, . . .), I = (I2, I3, . . .) and S = (S1,S2, . . .) finite sequences with E0 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
Ei ∈ {0, 1} for i ≥ 1, Ij ∈ {0, 1} and Sr ∈ N0.

4.3. Computation of KW ∧HWZ. We now want to upgrade the left side of HZ/2∧HWZ from HZ/2 to

KW through kM. We proceed similarly to our computation of HZ/2 ∧KW, but now we apply homology
on the other side.

Taking (−)∗∗HWZ of (2.1) we get a diagram with long exact row

(4.21)

· · · KW
∗∗HWZ kM

∗∗HWZ Σ2,1KW
∗∗HWZ · · ·

Σ2,1kM
∗∗HWZ.

η rL∗ ∂L
∗

dL∗

η

rL∗

The image of ∂L
∗ is η-torsion. While we cannot directly access it, we will show with the help of the dL

∗ that

there is no higher η-torsion. We note that dL
∗ ◦ dL

∗ = rL
∗ ◦ ∂

L
∗ ◦ rL

∗ ◦ ∂
L
∗ = rL

∗ ◦ 0 ◦ ∂L
∗ = 0. One may then

guess that the homology of dL
∗ is a shadow of the KW

∗ -free part of KW ∧ HWZ. Luckily, it turns out that
this is precisely the case. Similarly to dR

∗ , dL
∗ is dictated by its lift (Sq2)L

∗ to HZ/2∗∗HWZ ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2
since πL

∗ is surjective by (4.18).

Notation 4.22 Similar to Section 3, we let I = (I2, I3, . . .) be a sequence with Ii ∈ {0, 1} and almost
all Ii = 0. We denote the zero sequence by ∅ and denote by ei the sequence with a single 1 at the i-th
position. If not otherwise specified, I and J will in what follows always stand for a sequence starting at I2

and J2 respectively, i.e. I = (I2, I3, . . .) and J = (J2, J3, . . .). We will call such an index set a binary index
set starting at index 2. We will often think of these index sets as sets of non-zero indices, i.e. we identify
(I2, I3, . . .) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, . . .) with the set {3, 5}. In this sense we may use set operations q,∪,∩,∆,
etc., and also the addition and subtraction operations of sequences.
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We compute in HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 using (3.6), Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.10, and define

(Sq2)L
∗ (τ1) = τ0, (Sq2)L

∗ (τi) = 0, for i 6= 1,

(Sq2)L
∗ (ξ(I)) =

∑
i∈I

ξi−1
2
ξ(I \ i) =: c(I), (Sq2)L

∗ (τ1ξ(I)) = τ0ξ(I) + τ1c(I) := c1(I).

Note c(ej) = ξj
2

and c(e1) = 1 and c1(∅) = τ0. Let us recall that the degrees are

|τi| = (2i+1 − 1, 2i − 1), |ξi| = (2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1),

|c(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 4, 2j+1 − 2), |c1(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 1, 2j+1 − 1).

Lemma 4.23. Let I, J be binary index sets starting at index 2. In HZ/2∗∗HWZ ⊂ HZ/2∗∗HZ/2 we have
the relations

c1(∅)4 = τ4
0 = ρ3(τ2 + c1(e2)) + ρ2τξ2 + τ2c(e2),

c(I)c(J) =
∑
i∈I∩J

c(ei)c(I∆Jq i)
∏

j∈I∩J\i

c(ej+1) +
∑
i∈I\J

c(ei)c(I∆J \ i)
∏
j∈I∩J

c(ej+1),

c(I)c1(J) =
∑
i∈I∩J

c(ei)c1(I∆Jq i)
∏

j∈I∩J\i

c(ej+1) +
∑
i∈I\J

c(ei)c1(I∆J \ i)
∏
j∈I∩J

c(ej+1),

c1(I)c1(J) = τ0c1(I∆J)
∏
r∈I∩J

c(er+1) + (ρτ2 + ξ2τ)c(I)c(J).

Proof. The formula for c1(∅)4 is simply a restatement of the relation in Proposition 4.12. We prove the
second formula. The others follow by similar arguments.

c(I)c(J) =
∑

i∈I,j∈J

ξi−1
2
ξj−1

2
ξ(I \ i)ξ(J \ j) =

∑
i∈I∩J

 ∑
j∈J\Iqi

+
∑

j∈I∩J\i

+
∑
j∈I∩J

∑
i∈I\J

+
∑
j∈J\I

∑
i∈I\J

=
∑
i∈I∩J

∑
j∈I∆Jqi

+
∑
i∈I\J

∑
j∈J\I

+
∑
i∈I\J

∑
j∈I\J\i

=
∑
i∈I∩J

∑
j∈I∆Jqi

+
∑
i∈I\J

∑
j∈I∆J\i

=
∑
i∈I∩J

ξi−1
2 ∑
j∈I∆Jqi

ξj−1
2
ξ(I∆Jq i \ j)ξ(I ∩ J \ i)2 +

∑
i∈I\J

ξi−1
2 ∑
j∈I∆J\i

ξj−1
2
ξ(I∆J \ i)ξ(I ∩ J)2.

In the third equation we use symmetry to remove the double sum 0 =
∑
i∈I∩J

∑
j∈I∩J\i as well as to add

0 =
∑
i∈I\J

∑
j∈I\J\i. �

Remark 4.24 We will often use the notation c1(∅) and τ0 interchangeably. In the above we also used
ξ2τ . It can be expressed as ξ2τ = τξ2 + τ2

0 c(e2) + ρc1(e2).

The map dL
∗ is a derivation on kM

∗∗HWZ, thanks to Proposition 3.10. Therefore, its kernel is a subring

of kM
∗∗HWZ and its image is an ideal inside it. The elements we have just computed are not all elements

dL
∗ sends to zero. For example, let r ∈ kM

∗ (k) be ρ3-torsion, then rdL
∗ (τ3

0 τ1) = rτ4
0 = rρ3(c1(e1) + τ2) = 0.

Define b := τ3
0 τ1 if there exists ρ-torsion in kM

∗ (k) and let b = 0 if kM
∗ (k) is ρ-torsion free. The degree of b

is |b| = (6, 1).

Lemma 4.25. Let the base field k satisfy ρ3 = 0. Then

ker(dL
∗ ) = kM

∗∗[b, τ2, τ3, . . . , c(I), c1(I)]/(. . .) ↪→ kM
∗∗HWZ,

im(dL
∗ ) = (c(I), c1(I)) ↪→ ker(dL

∗ ),

H(dL
∗ ) = kM

∗∗[τ2, b, τ3, τ4, . . .]/(b
2, τ2

j − ρτj+1).

where I is a binary index set starting at index 2. The ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations in Lemma
4.23 mod τ as well as

c(∅) = 1, c1(∅) = τ0, τ4
0 = 0, τ2

j = ρτj+1 + ξj+1τ, for j ≥ 2,

b2 = bτ0 = 0, bc(I) = τ3
0 c1(I), bc1(I) = ρτ3

0 (c1(e2) + τ2)c(I),
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Proof. We begin by finding generators of the image. We have seen above that τi lies in ker(dL
∗ ) when

i 6= 1. Since dL
∗ is a derivation, all squares lie in its kernel as well. Let I be a binary index set starting at

index 2 and S = (S1, S2, . . .) a finite index set with Si ∈ N0. It follows that for a basis monomial we have

dL
∗ (τ(E)ξ(I + 2S)) = τ(E \ 1)ξ

2
(S)dL

∗ (τ
E1
1 ξ(I)).

It thus suffices to show that we can write dL
∗ (τE1

1 ξ(I)) in the claimed form. This is clear since it is either
c(I) or c1(I).

We now establish the relations. The relation for τ4
0 follows because ρ3 = 0. This immediately implies

b2 = bτ0 = 0, bc(I) = τ3
0 c1(I). Furthermore,

bc1(I) = τ3
0 (ρτ2 + ξ2τ)c(I) = τ3

0 (ρτ2 + ρc1(e2) + τ2
0 c(e2))c(I) = ρτ3

0 (τ2 + c1(e2))c(I).

To see that the kernel is given as the claimed algebra we first note that all the generators are in the
kernel of dL

∗ . Now we consider linear combinations of basis elements τ(E \ 1)ξ(I + 2S). We will show
that any such linear combination in the kernel must already be a polynomial in c(I), τ(E \ 1). Since the
submodule 〈τ(E\1)〉 is free and dL

∗ = id⊗dL
∗ on V := 〈τ(E\1)ξ(I+2S 6= ∅)〉 ∼= 〈τ(E\1)〉⊗〈ξ(I+2S 6= ∅)〉,

we can reduce to linear combinations of ξ(I + 2S) with I + 2S 6= ∅. Assume

0 = dL
∗ (
∑

I,S6=∅

aI,S6=∅ξ(I + 2S)) =
∑

I,S6=∅

aI,S

∑
i∈I

ξi−1
2
ξ(I \ i)ξ2

(S).

Since ξi−1
2
ξ(I \ i)ξ2

(S) are linearly independent for varying i ∈ I and fixed (I,S), for each i ∈ I there

must be another pair (Ji,Si) 6= (I,S) with index ji ∈ Ji canceling aI,Sξi−1
2
ξ(I \ i)ξ2

(S). In that case

aJi,Si = aI,S and ξji−1
2
ξ(Ji \ ji)ξ

2
(Si) = ξi−1

2
ξ(I \ i)ξ2

(S). Terms ξji−1
2
ξ(Ji \ ji)ξ

2
(Si) can only come

from c(I \ iq (s+ 1))ξ
2
(S− es + ei−1) for some s ∈ S such that s+ 1 /∈ I. Fix I′,S′ with aI′,S′ 6= 0. Let

I′ =
∐
m Dm be a finite partition of I′ and let sm ∈ S′ be distinct elements with sm + 1 /∈ I′. Each Dm is

responsible for canceling terms via c(I′ \ iq (sm + 1))ξ
2
(S′ − esm + ei−1). We have∑

m

∑
i∈Dm

c(I′ \ iq (sm + 1))ξ
2
(S′ − esm + ei−1)

=
∑
m

∑
i∈Dm

∑
j∈(I′\i)q(sm+1)

ξ
2

j−1ξ((I
′ \ iq (sm + 1)) \ j)ξ2

(S′ − esm + ei−1)

= c(I′)ξ
2
(S′) +

∑
m

∑
i∈Dm

∑
j∈I′\i

ξ
2

j−1ξ((I
′ \ iq (sm + 1)) \ j)ξ2

(S′ − esm + ei−1).

(4.26)

The terms ξ
2

j−1ξ((I
′ \ iq (sm + 1)) \ j)ξ2

(S′− esm + ei−1) are only linearly dependent for pairs (i, j), (j, i)
since the term with singular powers is different otherwise. It follows that the

∑
m

∑
i∈Dm

∑
j∈I′\i term in

the third line of (4.26) only vanishes if Dm = I for some m. We conclude∑
I,S6=∅

aI,S6=∅ξ(I + 2S) = aI′,S′c(I
′ q (sm + 1))ξ(S′ − esm) + R,

where R now contains less summands with aI,S 6= 0. Inductively we remove all terms until the claim
follows, i.e. ker(dL

∗ |V) = im(dL
∗ |V).

We now turn to a general element in the kernel of dL
∗ . In the following all sums go over E, I,S as in

Remark 4.20 and we suppress these index sets in the coefficients of the basis elements∑
E,I,S

aE,I,Sd
L
∗ (τ(E)ξ(I + 2S)) =

∑
E,I,S

aE,I,Sd
L
∗ (τ

E1
1 ξ(I))τ(E \ 1)ξ(2S)

=
∑

E0=0

[aE0=0,E1=0c(I) + aE0=0,E1=1c1(I)] τ(E \ {0, 1})ξ(2S)

+
∑

E0=1

[aE0=1,E1=0τ0c(I) + aE0=1,E1=1τ0c1(I)] τ(E \ {0, 1})ξ(2S)

+
∑

E0=2

[
aE0=2,E1=0τ

2
0 c(I) + aE0=2,E1=1τ

2
0 c1(I)

]
τ(E \ {0, 1})ξ(2S)

+
∑

E0=3

[
aE0=3,E1=0τ

3
0 c(I) + aE0=3,E1=1τ

3
0 τ1c(I)

]
τ(E \ {0, 1})ξ(2S).

We assume that the above sum is zero. In the last row we used the relation τ3
0 c1(I) = bc(I). Note that

the very first sum
∑

E0=0 aE0=0,E1=0c(I) contains the only elements not divisible by τ0 or τ1. It is thus
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independent of all the others. We have already shown that any sum of that form comes from an element
in the image of dL

∗ . We may thus assume that aE0=0,E1=0 = 0. Similarly, the very last sum contains
the only elements divisible by τ3

0 τ1. By the same logic we may assume aE0=3,E1=1 = 0. The elements

τ2
0 c1(I) = τ3

0 ξ(I) + τ2
0 τ1c(I) are the only ones that contain summands divisible by τ2

0 τ1. With the same
argument we deduce aE0=2,E1=1 = 0 which then leads to aE0=3,E1=0 = 0. We repeat the argument with
elements divisible by τ0τ1 to deduce aE0=1,E1=1 = 0. This leads to aE0=2,E1=0 = 0. The last two vanish
by the same reason. This shows that the kernel is generated by elements as claimed. The relations we
have established reduce every possible relation to terms of low powers in the generators. One can check
that the remaining monomials are linearly independent in kM

∗∗HWZ and thus generate the ideal (. . .).
Taking quotients we see immediately that H(dL

∗ ) is generated as claimed. We have ξ1ξiτ ∈ HZ/2∗∗HWZ
and thus also in kM

∗∗HWZ. Therefore, ξjτ = dL
∗ (ξ1ξjτ), for j ≥ 2, is in the image of dL

∗ . This shows the
relation τ2

j − ρτj+1 = 0 in H(dL
∗ ). The relation b2 = 0 already holds before taking quotients. The last

relation ρ3τ2 follows from the relation of τ4
0 . Since all monomials with no higher powers in b and τj , for

j ≥ 2, are linearly independent in kM
∗∗HWZ, these are all relations in H(dL

∗ ). �

Remark 4.27 The condition ρ3 = 0 holds for any field of odd characteristic. It further holds for fields
that are extensions of totally imaginary number fields of transcendence degree at most 1, by [Ser02, II.4.4,
Prop. 11 and 13] and the resolution of the Milnor conjecture. We note that all fields with ρ3 = 0 are
nonreal [Lam05, Cor. 6.20].

In the next two Propositions our base field will be assumed to satisfy ρ3 = 0 and vcd2(k) < ∞. In
particular k is nonreal. By Corollary 2.8 and Proposition 2.3, all combinations of smash products of the
spectra HW,HZ/2, KW, kM are η-complete under this assumption.

Proposition 4.28. Let the base field k satisfy vcd2(k) < ∞, ρ3 = 0 and kM
4 (k) = 0. Then we have

im(rL
∗ ) = ker(dL

∗ ) and KW
∗∗HWZ has no higher η-torsion.

Proof. Recall (4.21)

· · · KW
∗∗HWZ kM

∗∗HWZ Σ2,1KW
∗∗HWZ · · ·

Σ2,1kM
∗∗HWZ.

η rL∗ ∂L
∗

dL∗

η

rL∗

Let x ∈ KW
∗∗HWZ be higher η-torsion, i.e. x = ∂L

∗ (y) = aηk with k ≥ 1. Since x is divisible by η iff it

lies in the kernel of rL
∗ , we know that y ∈ ker(dL

∗ ). Adding elements in im(dL
∗ ) ⊂ ker(∂L

∗ ) to y does not

change their image under ∂L
∗ . Therefore, without loss of generality, y is a polynomial in b and τj for

j ≥ 2 by Lemma 4.25. Since rL
∗ is a ring map and we want to show that x = 0, i.e. y is in the image of

r∗, it suffices to show that b, τj ∈ im(rL
∗ ) for j ≥ 2. Indeed, if they all are in the image, then so is any

polynomial in them.
Let us first assume y = τj with j ≥ 2. Since KW is a connective E∞-ring spectrum and KW ∧ HW

is η-complete, each i-line πi(K
W ∧HW)∗ is η-complete as a KW

∗ -module by Theorem 2.6. In particular,

every i-line πi(K
W ∧ HW)∗ is separated with respect to (η). Thus, we can pick k ≥ 1 maximal with

x = ∂L
∗ (τj) = aηk, i.e. s.t. z := rL

∗ (a) 6= 0. Clearly, z ∈ ker(dL
∗ ). τj lives on the 2j-line, b lives on the

22 + 1 = 5-line and z on the 2j − 1-line. By degree reasons, z maps to zero in H(dL
∗ ), i.e. it lies in the

image of dL
∗ . Therefore, there are u ∈ kM

∗∗HWZ and v ∈ π∗∗L such that

z = rL
∗ (a) = rL

∗ (∂
L
∗ (u))  a− ∂L

∗ (u) ∈ ker(rL
∗ ) ←→ a− ∂L

∗ (u) = ηmv.

Here we again choose m ≥ 1 maximal. Since the image of ∂L
∗ is η-torsion, this implies:

x = ηka = ηk(ηmv + ∂L
∗ (u)) = ηk+mv

contradicting maximality of k. We conclude x = 0 and thus τj ∈ im(rL
∗ ).

Let now y = b = τ3
0 τ1. In this case x lives on the 4-line, just like τ2. The only possibility is thus

z = sτ2 for s ∈ kM
n (k). We have |x| = (4, 0) and |τ2| = (7, 3) and thus n ≥ 4. By our assumptions on the

base field, we must have s = 0. We reduce x = 0 and thus b ∈ im(rL
∗ ) by the non-existence of infinitely

η-divisible elements, as before. �

We thus see that lifts of monomials in τj , for j ≥ 2, correspond to an η-torsion free part and η-torsion
corresponds to lifts of im(dL

∗ ). We can lift η-torsion canonically and rL
∗ maps it isomorphically to im(dL

∗ ).
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We will thus abuse notation and denote η-torsion in KW
∗∗HWZ by its image under rL

∗ . More precisely, we
will denote

∂L
∗ (τ1) = τ0 = c1(∅), ∂L

∗ (ξ(I)) = c(I), ∂L
∗ (τ1ξ(I)) = c1(I).

Moreover, we choose rL
∗ lifts tj of τj for j ≥ 2 and s of b. They exist by the previous Proposition. Since

rL
∗ is a left kM

∗ -algebra map, it is clear that the product of two lifts is a lift of the product. Using this
property we have lifts of all elements in im(rL

∗ ). Note that our choice of lifts tj and s is in general not
canonical and only up to the ideal generated by η.

Proposition 4.29. Assumptions as in Proposition 4.28, we have an isomorphism of left KW
∗∗-algebras

KW
∗∗HWZ ∼= KW

∗∗[s, t2, t3, . . . , c(I), c1(I)]/(. . .),

where I is a binary index set starting at index 2. The ideal of η-torsion is generated by c(I), c1(I). The
ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations in Lemma 4.23 mod τ as well as the following

c(∅) = 1, c1(∅) = τ0, τ4
0 = 0, t2j = ρtj+1 + ξj+1τ + O(η),

s2 = sτ0 = 0 bc(I) = τ3
0 c1(I), sc1(I) = ρτ3

0 (c1(e2) + τ2)c(I).

Proof. Since KW is a connective E∞-ring spectrum and KW ∧HWZ is η-complete, each i-line πi(K
W ∧

HWZ)∗ is η-complete as a KW
∗∗-module by Theorem 2.6 and KW

∗∗ is η-complete. By Proposition 4.28,

rL
∗ (πi(K

W ∧HWZ)∗) is finitely generated over kM
∗∗ by certain monomials in b, τj , c(I), c1(I) as described in

Lemma 4.25. By Nakayama’s Lemma [Mat89, Thm. 8.4], their lifts generate πi(K
W ∧HWZ)∗ as a left

KW
∗∗-module. Hence, KW

∗∗HWZ is generated as left KW
∗∗-algebra by the lifts s, tj , c(I), c1(I).

By Lemma 4.28 there is no higher η-torsion, hence η-torsion is generated as claimed. The map rL
∗

maps η-torsion isomorphically to im(dL
∗ ). Any relations in Lemma 4.25 involving only η-torsion thus hold

verbatim in KW
∗∗HW. Relations that involve elements that are not η-torsion only hold up to the ideal

generated by η. These relations thus have η-residue O(η). More precisely, η-residue is present in the
relations involving t2j − ρtj+1 . �

Example 4.30 Let k be a field of characteristic not 2 with vcd2(k) <∞ and kM
2 (k) = 0, then KW

2 (k) = 0
by [Lam05, Cor. 6.19]. Therefore, in this case (η)1 = 0 in KW

∗ (k). It follows that ρτj have a unique lift
over these fields. Examples of such fields are finite fields Fq with q odd as well as quadratically closed
fields.

Remark 4.31 By the same arguments, one can prove η-completed versions of Proposition 4.28 and
Proposition 4.29 for base fields k without the assumption on finite virtual cohomological 2-dimension. To
do so one additionally uses the fact that η-completion of connective spectra is given by HZ-localization
[Man18, 5.2], which preserves cofiber sequences and ring structures. Hence, (KW ∧HW)∧η is still a ring
spectrum and that one still has a diagram (4.21) after η-completion. In this case one gets an isomorphism

of left (KW
∗∗)
∧
η -algebra

π∗∗((K
W ∧HW)∧η ) ∼= (KW

∗∗)
∧
η [s, t2, t3, . . . , c(I), c1(I)]/(. . .),

where η-torsion and the ideal (. . .) have the same generators and relations as in Proposition 4.29.

Remark 4.32 We hope that a choice of orientation MSL→HWZ will lead to a consistent choice of
lifts and remove η-residues over general fields, similarly to how it was done for kw in [BH21] or [Ana17].

5. HWZ ∧HWZ

We now come to HWZ ∧HWZ. From the pullback square (4.5) we obtain, by similar arguments as in
the proof of Lemma 4.9, a pullback square

(5.1)

HWZ∗∗HWZ HZ/2∗∗HWZ

KW
∗∗HWZ kM

∗∗HWZ.

rL∗

(πW)L∗ πL
∗

rL∗

By this pullback square we will get generators for τ0, s, tj , c(I), c1(I) as well as τξ(I) and ττ1ξ(I) for
all binary index sets I, starting at index 2. These lie in the kernel of (πW)L

∗ and come from τL
∗ :
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HZ/2∗∗HWZ→HWZ∗∗HWZ. We denote

t(I) := τL
∗ (ξ(I)), t1 := t1(∅) := ττ1, t1(I) := τL

∗ (τ1ξ(I)),

Note that the image of τL
∗ is η-torsion, since it comes from elements in HZ/2∗∗HWZ ↪→HZ/2∗∗HZ/2.

Remember that we have a diagram

Σ0,−1HZ/2∗∗HWZ Σ0,−1HZ/2∗∗HWZ

HWZ∗∗HWZ HZ/2∗∗HWZ

id

τL
∗ τL

∗

rL∗

which we get from the top right square of (4.2). This means that we can determine relations of η-torsion
inside HWZ∗∗HWZ simply in HZ/2∗∗HWZ instead.

Lemma 5.2. Let I, J be binary index sets starting at index 2. In HWZ∗∗HWZ we have the relations

t(I)t(J) = t(I∆J)
∏
i∈I∩J

c(ei+1),

t(I)t1(J) = τt1(I∆J)
∏
i∈I∩J

c(ei+1),

t1(I)t1(J) = τ(ρτ2 + ξ2τ)t(I∆J)
∏
i∈I∩J

c(ei+1),

c(I)t(J) =
∑
i∈I∩J

c(ei)t(I∆Jq i)
∏

j∈I∩J\i

c(ej+1) +
∑
i∈I\J

c(ei)t(I∆J \ i)
∏
j∈I∩J

c(ej+1),

c1(I)t(J) = τ0t(I∆J)
∏
i∈I∩J

c(ei+1) +
∑
i∈I∩J

c(ei)t1(I∆Jq i)
∏

j∈I∩J\i

c(ej+1)

+
∑
i∈I\J

c(ei)t1(I∆J \ i)
∏
j∈I∩J

c(ej+1),

c1(I)t1(J) = τ0t1(I∆J)
∏
i∈I∩J

c(ei+1) + (ρτ2 + ξ2τ)

[ ∑
i∈I∩J

c(ei)t(I∆Jq i)
∏

j∈I∩J\i

c(ej+1)

+
∑
i∈I\J

c(ei)t(I∆J \ i)
∏
j∈I∩J

c(ej+1)

]
.

Proof. The formulas follow from straightforward calculations similar to Lemma 4.23. �

Remark 5.3 In the above Lemma we used ξ2τ . It can be written as ξ2τ = t(e2) + τ2
0 c(e2) + ρc1(e2).

One can similarly express all ξ(I)τ in terms of t(I), c(I), c1(I) using the formulas in Remark 4.16. This
can be seen from the fact that in kM

∗∗HWZ ξ(I)τ lies in the image of dL
∗ via ξ(I)τ = dL

∗ (ξ(I)(ξ1τ)), since
HZ/2∗∗HZ/2τ ⊂ HZ/2∗∗HWZ. Hence, by Lemma 4.25 it can be written as claimed.

Theorem 5.4. Let the base field k be an extension of a field F satisfying kM
2 (F) = 0. Then we have an

isomorphism of right HWZ∗∗-algebras

HWZ∗∗HWZ ∼= HWZ∗∗[s, t2, t3, . . . , c(I), t(I), c1(I), t1(I)]/(. . .),

where I is a binary index set starting at index 2. The ideal of η-torsion is generated by c(I), c1(I), t(I), t1(I).
The ideal (. . .) is generated by the relations in Lemma 4.23, Lemma 5.2 and

c(∅) = 1, τ4
0 = c(e2)τ2, t2j = ρtj+1 + ξj+1τ, s2 = τ2

0 (ρt2 + ξ2τ)c(e2)τ2,

sc1(I) = τ3
0 (ρt2 + ξ2τ)c(I) + τt1(I)c(e2), t(I)s = t1(I)τ3

0 , t1(I)s = τ3
0 t(I)(ρt2 + ξ2τ).

The degrees here are

|t1| = (3, 0), |s| = (5, 0), |ti| = (2i+1 − 1, 2i − 1),

|c(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 4, 2j+1 − 2), |c1(I)| =
∑
i∈I

(2j+2 − 1, 2j+1 − 1),

|t(I)| = (0,−1) +
∑
i∈I

(2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1), |t1(I)| = (3, 0) +
∑
i∈I

(2i+1 − 2, 2i − 1).
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Proof. By Remark 2.4 we may check this on homotopy groups πp,q. By Lemma 2.5 we can reduce to
F being our base field. If the characteristic of F is positive, then F is an extension of Fq with q odd
and we may further reduce to Fq. Assume the characteristic of F is 0. Since ρ2 = 0 in kM

2 (F), we have
−1 = a2 + b2 in F [Lam05, Cor. 6.20]. Hence, F is a field extension of Q(a, b). Since this is a field
extension of transcendence degree at most 1, we have cd2(Q(a, b)) ≤ 3 [Ser02, II.4.4, Prop. 11 and 13].
Thus, by the resolution of the Milnor conjecture, Q(a, b) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.29 and
we may reduce to that situation.

At the beginning of this section we saw, with the help of the pullback square (5.1), that the given
generators generate. The relations that are left are straightforward and can be imported from HZ/2∗∗HWZ
and KW ∧ HWZ, keeping in mind ρ2 = 0. By Example 4.30 we have unique lifts for ρτj and thus τ2

j .
Together with the fact that we have no higher η-torsion, we conclude that there are no η-residue
terms in the relations. Linear independence of remaining monomials can now simply be checked in
HZ/2∗∗HWZ. �

Remark 5.5 We can conjugate all the elements to get an isomorphism of left HWZ∗∗-algebras.

Remark 5.6 The assumptions in Theorem 5.4 include fields k of odd characteristic as well as fields
that are extensions of fields F with cd2(F) = 1. For example, this includes all extensions of quadratically
closed fields, in particular the complex numbers C, and all extensions of Fp with p 6= 2.

Remark 5.7 Let F be a field of characteristic not 2 with assumptions as in Proposition 4.28, i.e.
vcd2(F) <∞, ρ3 = 0 and kM

4 (k) = 0. Let the base field k be a field extension of F. Then the arguments
of the proof of Theorem 5.4 prove a version with the only difference being η-residues in the relations for
t2j . If one further drops the assumption vcd2(F) <∞, then one can prove an η-completed version as in
Remark 4.31.

Let HW = HWZ[η−1]. When we invert η, the coefficient ring becomes

HWZ∗∗[η−1] ∼= KW
∗∗[η

−1] ∼= W(k)[η±1]

by [Mor12, Cor. 3.11, Remark 3.12]. We can normalize the generators tj and s to live in motivic weight

0 via xj := η1−2j

tj and y := η−1s.

Corollary 5.8. Let the base field k be an extension of a field F satisfying kM
2 (F) = 0. Then we have an

isomorphism of W(k)[η−1]-algebras

HW∗∗HW ∼= W(k)[η±1][x2, y, x3, x4, . . .]/(y
2, x2

j − 2xj+1),

where |xj | = (2j , 0) and |y| = (5, 0).

Over fields with the given assumptions, this implies the result [BH21, Cor. 8.20] by Bachmann and
Hopkins.
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